STATE CHAMPIONSHIP DEBATE OF THE IOWA HIGH SCHOOL DEBATING LEAGUE
TONGI
IGHT
EIGHT O'CLOCK, S. U. I. AUDITORIUM
QUESTION: Resolved, that the U. S. should adopt a policy of Shipping Subsidies
NO ADMISSION
EVERYBODY INVITED

Iowa City, Iowa, Friday morning, April 21, 1913.

HIGH SCHOOL DEBATE HELD HERE TONIGHT

FOREST CITY AND BOONE WILL CLASH FOR CHAMPIONSHIP

Same Schools As In Last Year's Contest—Loving Cup To Be Awarded Winner—Banquet To Be Given After Debate.

Whether Boone will retain the state high school championship in debate or Forest City will reverse last year's decision will be decided tonight when the final clash will take place in the natural science auditorium. These are the same schools that were in last year's final contest.

The question for discussion is: "Resolved, that the United States should adopt a policy of shipping subsidies." The Boone team, composed of Dr. Willis Strange, L. Meredith and Joseph B. Wells will argue the affirmative proposition, while the Forest City team of Professor A. L. Conn, Ray J. Harkness and William Peterson will plea the negative.

Each team has won the right to appear in the final debate by defeating for four years, Boone winning the debate and Forest City the oration contest.

Consequently, both agitations are well prepared to uphold the events on the day of champion help.

John Montgomery, Peterson, Nelson, in last year's final contest. State native students from each school will take part in the oration contest, the fact that decorations are well prepared to uphold the events on the day of champion help.

THE UNIVERSITY will award the winning team a handsome bronze loving cup.

The judges are: Rev. J. B. Erks, pastor of the Methodist church at Boone, Rev. Prof. Percy Burdell of the college of law; and Prof. M. A. Shaw of the English department.

There will be no admission after 7 p.m. Everybody is welcome to attend. The forensic societies are planning to come to the hall and will have a large display of the state high school championships for every year since these debates have been held.

IOWA CITY—April 17—The Iowa City high school will be visited by the politicians this week. The schools will be given a thorough inspection by the board of education. The political house will be opened to the public and the students will be given a free pass to all the buildings.

Edna Notice

Edna society will have a serial at 6 p.m. Saturday night, April 17.

ACADEMY TO DANCE

Academy formally will dance at Lincoln Hall on the evening of May second.

EDNA NOTICE

Edna society will have a serial at 6:30 p.m. in the Academy. The dance will be held on the second floor of the building.

IRVING-ERO PLAY HAS ENJOYED POPULARITY

LITERARY SOCIETY PLAY IS AN OLD FAVORITE IN THEATRICAL CIRCLES.

Men and Women Will Be Presented by Large Cast at the English—Play Will Be Given on May 7—No Colonel Needed.

The Irving-Ero play, the next effort of local theatricalism, is to be staged in the Irving-Ero theatre on May 7th, and the cast is working day and night on the preparations of the piece. So far the work has progressed quietly and it is hoped that within the next few days all the preliminary work will have been completed, and the final practice will be begun. The cast is rather large, and the coaching of the piece is somewhat difficult, but with a professional coach to guide the efforts of the players, it is suspected that the play will be one of the best amateur efforts on the boards this year.

The play itself has been played professionally for the past five seasons and has enjoyed a big run in many of the larger cities of the country. Many important names in the theatrical world have been featured with it, including Julia Marlowe, John Drew, and many others. A dramatic club at Ames staged "Men and Men" on the night of this year's Iowa State University and was exceptionally well received by both the Iowa and Ames people present. It was most favorably criticized by the critic of the "Ames Daily News." The best held plans of Men and Men sang off agility.

The Diecological name of the play is taken from that of its original author, the author of "The Game of Love." The best held plans of Men and Men sang off agility.
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FULL DRESS CLOTHES
MADE BY
Hirsh-Wickwire & Kuppenheimer
Are Absolutely Correct in Up-to-Dateness

FULL DRESS ACCESSORIES
Shirts Gloves Handkerchiefs
Collars Hosiery Vests &
Ties Studs Cuff Links

Slavata & Eppel
IOWA CITY'S LIVE CLOTHIERS

TODAY
Iowa Theatre

"CALAMITY ANNE DISSOLUTE"
American Drama
"THE ORPHANS MINE"
A gripping western drama of a miners struggle for the love of an orphan.

Reliance Drama
"REDEEMED REPUTATION"
A powerful drama from the pen of George Ireland

Mutual Educational
"LIFE IN INDIA"
(India and Ceylon.)

"MAKING A MAN-XXX"
A[...]

THE SORROWFUL SECRETS"
Two reels.

BRENOW HARDY
BRENOW HARDY

THE NIN OF THE FAITHFUL"
In two reels.

The wayward son of the
father is involved with a
gamble, and is met at Tipton
by Penningroth near Tipton.
The wayward son of the
father is involved with a
gamble, and is met at Tipton
by Penningroth near Tipton.

"TO TIPTON"

CONCERTS
TO THE PUBLIC
SUNDAY—Goodwood Concert (Boats and Fishers.)

ON TUESDAY,

SUNDAY—Goodwood Concert (Boats and Fishers.)

OFFICER HENDERSON"
TO GIVE CONCERT
The band will give a concert on the evening of the 30th.

NEW CABINET TO TOPPERS
The new cabinet of the T. M. C.

THE CAMPUS DHARM
A.A. has been invited to spend
the week at the home of Mr. Louis

THE CAMPUS DHARM
A.A. has been invited to spend
the week at the home of Mr. Louis

WANTED—A baseball out.
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BASEBALL PROSPECTS ARE MUCH BRIGHTER

Outfielders especially do a good job of until fourteen men had batted and coaches have to work Inning in this game — Outfielders especially strong.

The defeat at the hands of the "Bonnies" at Cedar Rapids yesterday by such a decisive score has not discouraged the Hawkeyes nine. The practice yesterday was one of the best that has been held this season. The hitting of the team against the no-hit twirlers was of the best variety and at the end of the fray the losers had garnered as many safe hits as did the followers of Olden Hill. Hartley and Snyder each connected in getting three safe hits during the contest. Hartley's batting accuracy will land him the position as guardian of the right side of the garden.

Brenden is again on the pay roll after a week's absence caused by his registration at the beginning of this semester. His wittest in the games at Cedar Rapids is partly due to the lack of practice. Related to the spit-ballish, was not up to his usual form when he relieved Brenden. Zimmerman is rapidly rising into late mid-season form which means that he will be able to work in the mound in one of the games next week.

Captain Von Lackman injured his knee in the melee Wednesday being relieved by Foster who performed a two bagger in the ninth. Von Lackman was out for practice last night and seemed none the worse after his mishap. His work this season has attracted the attention of numerous critics through out this section of the country. He is regarded as the strongest hurler among the days of "Chuck" Kirk, Gorrett has been in charge of the

YOUNG men are most critical about dress clothes; and they ought to be. It’s these most critical fellows that we want to show our Hart Schaffner & Marx full dress suits to. They’re the clothes that the most fastidious man will approve.

You will find here the latest novelties in full dress accessories as well as the staple furnishings that accompany an evening suit.

COLD WEATHER PUTS CRIMP IN THE TRACK

Will be out tonight to make up what was lost last night.
Practically all men are now able to stand hard work (date) every evening—Still A Lack of Springers and Weight Men.

The cold weather put a decided crimp in the track practice last night. Practically all of the men were out for work but no much could be done owing to the danger of getting stiffened up.

This will give the men a short rest however, and if the weather is mild this evening there will be a lot of practice committed to the dead past.

The men are rounding into shape fairly well these days. There are not enough sprinters or weight men but the material with which the coaches have to work is developing satisfactorily. Foley and Falk are showing up in better form every evening. Foley especially as he has decided slump the last of the week is a consistent trainer and is rapidly getting down to where he can do his most effective work.

The steps of getting into shape for most of the men is now over with and they are able to stand a pretty hard grind. This applies especially to the hurdlers. They are now running from four to six hurdles, working on their stride and getting the form down which will be consistent. Buboltz, in having some trouble in getting his stride over the low hurdles but with a few days more training will be where he will need to be in which to make his height. Kroll is showing up over the high ones in excellent style these days. His form is better this year than it has ever been. "Chas" is another man who looks like a comer in this event.

VISIT THE

H. & Z. Hat Shop

And see their latest novelties in ladies' shapes both large and small --in the newest materials and shades. We are always getting something new.

Our $3.50 and $5 values are especially good.

We also have a full line of genuine South American Panamas.

Visit us and get the leading styles. We aim to satisfy and do.

Winning Your Good Will

By selling you the best GROCERIES at reasonable cost is our aim.

Grandaith's Busy Grocer Phone 54 and the wagon will call promptly.
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